
                                 INDIVIDUAL STUDENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN (ISIP)                                  Bellmawr Public Schools 

                                     Bellmawr Park/Burke Schools (Grade K-4)    
                                     Math 
 

Student Name: _____________________________________ BSI Instruction Occurred:     K         1          2         3           4 

Present Level of Student Performance 
iReady Diagnostic Scores 

            K: _____________________  NO:_____________  O&AT:____________  

            1: _____________________  NO:_____________  O&AT:____________  

            2: _____________________  NO:_____________  O&AT:____________  

            3: _____________________  NO:_____________  O&AT:____________  

            4: _____________________  NO:_____________  O&AT:____________  

LinkIt Scores/Growth 

1:    A:_____________ B:_____________ C:_____________   L      T     H 

2:    A:_____________ B:_____________ C:_____________   L      T     H 

3:    A:_____________ B:_____________ C:_____________   L      T     H 

4:    A:_____________ B:_____________ C:_____________   L      T     H 

NJSLA 

3rd _______________ 

 

4th _______________ 

Math Running Records 

Addition 

K: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

1: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

2: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

3: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

4: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

Subtraction 

K: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

1: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

2: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

3: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

4: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

Multiplication 

3:                          EOY _______ 

 

4: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

Division 

3:                          EOY _______ 

 

4: BOY _______ EOY _______ 

 



                                  
Student Name: ____________________________________ School Year: ________________   Grade Level:   K       1       2        3       4 

ISIP Objectives 
Check/Highlight Skills to be Emphasized based on Area(s) of Need 

Kindergarten 
Fluency  

add and subtract within 5 
Problem Solving (O&AT )(within 10) Using objects or drawings to represent  
     the problem 

Add to/take from result unknown  
Put Together/Take Apart total/both addends unknown 
Compare Difference Unknown 
Compare Bigger Unknown “More”  
Compare Smaller Unknown “Fewer” 

Counting and Cardinality  
Count to 100 by ones and by tens.   
Count forward beginning from a given number within the known sequence        

    (other than 1) 
Write numbers from 0 to 20.   
Count to answer “how many?” questions   

     Up to as 10 things in a scattered configuration  
     Up to 20 things arranged in a line, a rectangular array, or a circle  
Numbers and Operations in Base 10 

Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to 19 into ten ones and some further  
     ones 

1st Grade 
Fluency  

add and subtract within 10 
Problem Solving (O&AT)(within 20) Using objects, drawings, and equations with  
     a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem  

Add to/take from change unknown 
Put Together/Take Apart one addend unknown 
Compare Difference Unknown 
Compare Bigger Unknown “More” 
Compare Smaller Unknown “Fewer” 

Numbers and Operations 
Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120  
Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones  

     and ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose a ten.  
adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number  
adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10  

Given a two-digit number, mentally find 10 more or 10 less than the number  
    (without having to count)  
Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Decompose numbers less than or equal to 10 into pairs in more than one  
     way   

2nd Grade 
Fluency 
  Add and Subtract within 20 
  Add/subtract within 100 (pencil and paper) 
Problem Solving (O&AT)(within 100 ) Using objects, drawings, and equations with a  
     symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem  

Add to/take from start unknown 
Compare Bigger Unknown “Fewer” 
Compare Smaller Unknown “More” 
 Two-step word problems 

Numbers and Operations 
Understand that the three digits of a three-digit number represent   

     amounts of hundreds, tens, and ones 
Count within 1000; skip-count by 5s, 10s, and 100s.   
Read and write numbers to 1000 using base-ten numerals, number  

     names, and expanded form.   
 

3rd Grade 
Fluency  

Multiply/Divide within 100 
Add/subtract within 1000 

Problem Solving (O&AT) (within 100) Using drawings and equations with a symbol for  
     the unknown number to represent the problem 

Equal Groups of Objects product, group size, number of groups  
          Unknown  

Arrays of Objects product and factor unknown 
Solve two-step word problems using the four operations 

Numbers and Operations 
Understand a fraction as the quantity formed by a part(s) when a whole is  

     partitioned equally. 
Represent a fraction on a number line diagram by defining the interval from 0 to 1 as  

     the whole and partitioning it into equal parts. 
Recognize and generate simple equivalent fractions using a visual fraction model. 

 



                                  
2nd Grade continued… 

 
Compare two three-digit numbers based on meanings of the  

     hundreds, tens, and ones digits, using >, =, and < symbols to record  
the results of comparisons.  

Mentally add 10 or 100 to a given number 100–900, and mentally subtract  
     10 or 100 from a given number 100–900.  

3rd Grade continued…. 
 

Compare two fractions with the same numerator or the same denominator by  
     reasoning about their size. 
Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

Interpret products and quotients of whole numbers. 
Determine the unknown whole number in a multiplication or division equation  

     relating three whole numbers 
4th Grade 

Fluency  
Multiply/Divide within 100 
Add/subtract within 1,000,000 

Problem Solving(O&AT)by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the  
     unknown number to represent the problem 

Multiplicative Comparison A > 1 larger, smaller, multiplies unknown  
 Multiplicative Comparison A < 1 larger, smaller, multiplies unknown 
Solve multistep word problems = with whole numbers and whole-number answers  

     using the four operations. 
Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the same  

     whole and having like denominators 
Numbers and Operations- Base 10 

Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole number using  
     strategies based on place value and the properties of operations. 

Multiply two two-digit numbers using strategies based on place value and the  
     properties of operations. 
Numbers and Operations- Fractions 

Find whole-number quotients and remainders with up to four-digit dividends and  
    one-digit divisors 

Compare two fractions with different numerators and different denominators 
      By creating common denominators or numerators 
      By comparing to a benchmark fraction such as 1/2. 

Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators 
Compare two decimals to hundredths by reasoning about their size 

Methods of Evaluating Progress 

 Math Running Records 

 iReady Diagnostic Scores 

 LinkIt! Benchmark Growth 

 Teacher Observation of Daily Performance 

 NJSLA 

 Other: _______________________________ 
 

BSI EOY Summary 

 


